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Overview of Japan Institute of Country-ology
and Engineering (JICE)
 Tasks
 As the think-tank of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,
Transport and Tourism of Japan (MLIT), JICE conducts
various different surveys and research studies on the future
directions of national land/ transportation administrations
and formulates policy recommendations and technical
standards based on their results.

 Categories of Surveys and Research Studies
 Independent Research (joint researches conducted by
several JICE staff members and experts from universities)
 Commissioned Research (research studies commissioned
by MLIT)
 Grant-in-Aids for Research and Development (annual grantin-aids for researches on about 13 themes)
 Endowed Research Grant

 Survey and Research Staff
 85 engieering staff members (7 doctorate holders and 38
P.E.)
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Recent topics on DRR of Japan (1)
 How disaster prevention and mitigation
measures should be at a new disaster stage?
The current recognition of the state
• More localized and concentrated rainfall events and
intensifying disaster damage
• Storm surge following the landfall of the super
typhoon to the Philippines
• A fear that a large-scale volcanic event may happen
in the future.

Increased vulnerabilities against disasters
• Vulnerabilities in urban areas
• Vulnerabilities of citizens and the society

Necessity to assume the worst cases
• Reflecting the lesson- learned from the Great East
Japan Earthquake and Tsunami.
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Recent topics on DRR of Japan (2)
 On the assumption that the largest-class of natural disaster
could happen in the near future, DRR should be pursued
under the integrated strategy that represents the optimum
combination of Structural (“Hard”) Measures and NonStructural (“Soft”) Measures.
 So as to prevent high-recurrence interval disasters (more than
1/100), structural disaster prevention measures, i.e., the
construction of “hard” facilities, should be mainly taken.
 Construction of “hard” facilities durable against L1 external force

 So as to prevent low-recurrence interval disasters (1/100 or
less than 1/100), the whole-society approach should be taken
with the goals of “protecting human lives” and “avoiding
catastrophic damage to the society as well as the economy”.
 Setting L2 external force
 Organizing disaster prevention and mitigation systems and deciding
division of roles in advance so that the sense of self-help and
mutual-assistance will be exhibited properly among citizens and
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public-assistance will be used
adequately during a disaster event.

The trends of climate change adaptation (1)
A basic concept of climate change adaptation in the area of a
flood disaster
Scale of possible flooding
assumed in the
capabilities of existing
flood control facilities

Scale of possible flooding
assumed in the design of
to-be-constructed flood
control facilities

The maximum possible flood
Scale of external force (heavy rain and etc.)

○ For the external force
of relatively highrecurrence interval, the
occurrence of a disaster
should be prevented by
taking structural
measures
(i.e., flood control
facilities)

○ When an external force exceeds
the capability of a flood control
facility, the resultant damage
should be reduced as much as
possible by fully mobilizing
possible measures.

○ When an external force far
exceeds the capability of a
flood control facility, nonstructural measures, or socalled soft measures should
mainly be taken for protecting
human lives and avoiding
catastrophic damage.

Assessing disaster risks ・Sharing disaster risk
information
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The trends of climate change adaptation (2)
 Necessity to expand survey/ research works
and to promote technology development
e.g.
 The concepts of planning theory, designing theory and
maintaining/ operating theories in relation to “hard”
facilities on the assumption that the largest-class of an
external force will be generated.
 Methods to estimate the largest-class of an external force
 Assessments on the reliability and economic efficiency of a
“hard” facility
 As meteorological forecasts include high-uncertainty in
future values and rate of change, it is necessary to narrow
down the range of uncertainty and reflect it to government
plans.
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Discussions at OECD HLRF Meeting
and other related meetings

Building the awareness of the importance
of investments in DRR
Necessity to make ex-ante investments
in disaster prevention

Methodology and framework of
economic evaluation on disaster
damage
Necessity of highly-reliable disaster
statistics
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Discussions at OECD HLRF Meeting
and other related meetings (Input from Japan)
•A general statistics survey based on the article 19 of the Statistics Act (approved by
Minister for Internal Affairs and Communications)
•Carried out by MLIT’s Water and Disaster Management Bureau in collaboration with
prefectures and municipalities.
Occurrence of
water-related
disaster

National Government
(MLIT)
Prefectures
Develop the guideline of flood
damage statistics survey
(coverage and procedure of the
survey, survey format, fill-in
guideline, etc.)

-Aggregate the survey data
-Calculate the damage

General assets

Public infrastructures

Public Services

Municipalities

Municipalities

Submit within 45
days of disaster
occurrence

Public Services
Offices

Prefectures

Submit

Submit
Prefectures
Aggregate, organize, and
screen the survey data

Submit

-Compile and publish Flood
Damage Statistics
-Upload the data to the
DB server of Flood
Damage Statistics

Access to Flood Damage
Statistics DB
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National Government
(Regional Offices, etc.)
Query and view the survey data
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2006

Flood manegement cost (Nominal)
(hundred of million yen)
GDP(nominal) <billion yen>
←Debris Flow in Kagoshima Harihara
←Fukushima Tochigi Flood, Kochi Flood
←Debris Flow in Hiroshima
Kumamoto Flood
←Tokai Flood

Flood Management Cost (Nominal)

2001

1996

←Typhoon No.6, Landslide in Nagano
←West-Japan Water Disaster

←Nagasaki Water Disaster
←Western-Sanin Water Disaster

←Typhoon No.17

←Typhoon No.6, No.7, No.9

←Typhoon No.24, No.26
←West-Japan Water Disaster

←Second Typhoon Muroto

←Isahaya Flood
←Typhoon Karinogawa
←Typhoon Ise-Bay

←West-Japan Flood
←Typhoon Toyamaru

←Typhoon No.17, No.18, No.19
Pyroclastic flow of Unzen-Fugen-Dake
←August Flood in Kyusyu

100

1991

1986

1981

1976

1971

1966

1961
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1956

1,000

1951

Number of fatalities
(people)

←Typhoon Kathleen
←Typhoon Ion
←Typhoon Kitty
←Typhoon Jane
←Typhoon Ruth

10,000

1946

Discussions at OECD HLRF Meeting
and other related meetings (Utilization of Flood Damage Statistics )

Identification of Long-term Effects of flood Management Investment

Number of Fatalities by Floods , GDP and Budget for Flood Management (2000 price)
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The course of events for mainstreaming
disaster prevention
 The course of events for mainstreaming
disaster prevention
 Demonstrating the effectiveness of ex-ante
investments in disaster prevention
 Necessity to introduce the model for analysis of
disaster prevention investments

 Promotion of the countermeasures that
anticipate multi-hazard threats
 Promotion of comprehensive disaster prevention and
mitigation measures
 Increased efficiency and awareness by use of
multi-purpose facilities
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Structure of the mainstreaming
of disaster prevention
Spiral-up

≪Sustainable Development≫

Poverty and etc.

〈 Solutions of social problems
〉

〈Securing economic growth〉

〈Vitality
Infrastructure〉

〈Amenity
Infrastructure〉

Road・Railroad
Airport・Port
Education・Culture
and etc.

Life-line services
Health・Medical
Service
Social Welfare
Wastes Disposal
Park and etc.

Mainstreaming of disaster
prevention provides
increasingly greater
driving force for
achievement of
sustainable development
Efforts for prevention of
disasters by each sector

Mainstreaming of
disaster prevention
〈Safety infrastructure〉

Countermeasures against flood disaster, earthquake, Tsunami,
sediment disaster, volcanic eruption, drought and so on
■ Structural (“Hard”) Measures
Construction of disaster prevention facilities
■ Non-Structural (“Soft”) Measures
Establishment of legal system and technical standards
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Demonstrating the effectiveness of ex-ante
investments in disaster prevention (1)

GDP

防災投資した場合
With IDRR
(With
Disaster)
（災害有り）
持続可能な経済成長
Sustainable
economic growth

防災投資しない場合
Without IDRR
(Without
Disaster)
（災害なし）
Effects of IDRR
防災投資の効果
※ DR2AD model

災害発生
Disaster

拡大
Expansion
Interrupted
economic
直接被害による
activities due to
経済活動の停止
direct impacts of a
→貧困の拡大
disaster
→ Expansion
of poverty

Disaster Risk Reduction
investment Accounts for
Development model
Without IDRR
防災投資しない場合
(With Disaster)
（災害有り）

復旧資金不足による復旧
Delayed reconstruction due to
lack of funding and interrupted
遅延・経済活動の停滞
economic activities →
→貧困の罠の継続
Prolongation of poverty trap

Time
時間

①Expressing the difference in economic growth with
presence and absence of IDRR
②Expressing the changes in social structure following IDRR
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Analysis results based on the model
(the example of Pakistan)
①It becomes possible to calculate the difference in economic growth with presence and absence of IDRR.

②It becomes possible to calculate the effects of a countermeasure against a compound disaster
(e.g., flood disaster and earthquake)
PAKISTAN DRR scenarios
1.100

GDP with DRR / GDP without DRR

1.090

It was confirmed that IDRR is an
effective measure to prevent a
compound disaster (flood
disaster + earthquake). But it is
still required to improve the
accuracy of data to be used for
the analysis.
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What is required for future researches
Objective: Practical application of study results for
development of specific countermeasures and policies
①Reasonable thinking about the division of the roles
among planning theory, designing theory and
maintaining/ operating theories in a comprehensive
disaster prevention/ mitigation
②Risk communication
③The best mix of structural measures and non-structural
measures in a comprehensive disaster prevention
measures
④Demonstrating the effectiveness and contribution of the
investments in disaster prevention to economic growth
⑤Measures to improve the accuracy of fundamental data
including disaster statistics
 Establishing the common research bases in the field of
disaster studies

⑥Improved accuracy of metrological forecasts on natural
phenomena
 Estimation of the maximum possible rainfall
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Measures to promote research studies
 Trying to form organic affiliation between
universities, private research institutions, the
government and consultants by taking advantage of
features of various sectors involved in research
studies on disaster prevention
Fundamental
Research
（University）
⑤，⑥

Applied
Research

Construction of
functional
cooperative
relationships

（Private
Research
Institution）
③，④
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Research on
practical
implementation
（The
government,
consultants）
①，②

